USA

- Hurricane Harvey impacted 13 million in intense flooding; causing 1.7 Trillion economic loss.
- The assessment team has arrived in Houston and coordinating efforts to assist the people affected.
- Volunteers efforts are being organized to ensure effectiveness and safety.
- Recovery efforts will require many years to come.

Venezuela

- Economic deterioration of the country is causing political turmoil and alarming concerns.
- HOPE worldwide is communicating with local communities to monitor the situation.

Sierra Leone

- Flooding has induced landslide that killed over 500 and another 810 is also missing. 5,951 people were impacted.
- HOPE worldwide is monitoring to assist the needs.

India

- Heavy rains have affected flooding to Bihar, Assam, Uttar Pradesh, and West Bengal; causing 943 deaths and impacted 30 million people.
- HOPE worldwide India has mobilized relief team with necessary 8,900 meals, and distribution of 3,740 lbs. of drinking water.
- Local fundraising is being conducted by local partners in supporting the efforts.

Nepal

- Heavy rains has affected flooding to 35 districts; causing 159 deaths and impacted 1.7 million people. 43,400 homes destroyed and 192,000 homes damaged.
- Relief supplies are being distributed by HOPE worldwide Nepal.

Ukraine

- Conflicts in the eastern Ukraine has caused refugees, including children. HOPE worldwide Ukraine is assisting trauma recovery on the ground.

Bangladesh

- Heavy rains have affected flooding to 32 districts; causing 144 deaths and impacted 8 million people.
- HOPE worldwide is working with local partners to assess the latest situation and to provide effective assistance.
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